Private security and military companies have become a ubiquitous part of modern armed conflict and post-conflict reconstruction. Their diverse clients include governments in the developed and developing world alike, non-state belligerents, international corporations, non-governmental organizations, the United Nations, and private individuals. The implications of this proliferation of private security and military companies for international humanitarian law and human rights are only beginning to be appreciated, as potential violations and misconduct by their employees have come to light in Iraq and Afghanistan. The author critically examines the theoretical risks posed by private military and security company activity with respect to violations of international humanitarian law and human rights, together with the incentives that these companies have to comply with those norms. Empirical evidence is also presented to expand on this theoretical framework. Taking a multidisciplinary approach, the author draws on law, international relations theory, criminology, economics, corporate strategy and political economy, as well as psychology and sociology, to analyse the competing ''risk-factors'' and ''compliance levers'' that interact at each level of private military and security company activity to enhance or reduce the likelihood of a violation occurring. These findings are then applied by the author to assess emergent measures to deal with private security and military companies outside the legal sphere, including a programme of the International Committee of the Red Cross and the advent of the International Peace Operations Association.
Introduction
Private security companies 1 and private military companies 2 have become a ubiquitous part of modern armed conflict and post-conflict reconstruction. 3 The implications of this proliferation of private military and security company activity for international humanitarian law 4 are only beginning to be realized as potential violations by their employees come to light. 5 Despite a wealth of legal and political science literature on private security and military companies, no truly systematic analysis has been undertaken to illuminate the theoretical risks of violations of international humanitarian law by such companies and the incentives they have to comply with it. The result is an incomplete picture that fails to adequately appreciate the complex interrelationship between each component of private military and security company activity and their impact on compliance with international humanitarian law. Compounding this blind spot in the literature is the limited recourse that has been had to relevant multidisciplinary tools of analysis and empirical evidence.
Recognizing these concerns, this article sets out to identify and examine critically examine the competing ''risk factors'' and ''compliance levers'' (or incentives) that interact at each level of private military and security company activity to enhance or reduce the likelihood of a violation of international humanitarian law. The relevant levels of analysis are (i) states of incorporation of private security and military companies; (ii) states from which personnel of private security and military companies are recruited; (iii) states in which private security and military companies actually operate; (iv) clients of private security and military companies; (v) the private security and military company industry as a whole; (vi) individual private security and military firms (including their officers and directors); and (vii) employees of private security and military companies. At each of these levels, the strongest risk factors and compliance levers are explored from relevant multidisciplinary perspectives, including law, international relations, criminology, economics, management and political economy, as well as psychology and sociology. Empirical evidence is offered to illustrate the theoretical findings. This research concludes by linking these findings with emergent approaches outside formal law to promote private military and security company compliance with international humanitarian law.
The compliance framework: risk factors and compliance levers
International relations scholar Elke Krahmann describes the ''functional fragmentation'' of global security away from a state-centric model towards ''multiple and separate authorities, including public or private actors''. 6 Nowhere is this more apparent than in private military and security company activity, with its many potential sites of normativity. There are risks that each player will contribute to an international humanitarian law violation occurring on the ground, but paradoxically, at the same time they have often powerful incentives to promote compliance. It is the result of this contest of risks and incentives that will largely determine whether international humanitarian law is respected. Deconstructing the main risks and countervailing incentives at play is the aim of the present analysis.
State of incorporation
Most private security and military companies are incorporated in the United States, the United Kingdom and South Africa. 7 States of incorporation may contribute to the risk of international humanitarian law violations owing to the ''charter shopping'' phenomenon, weak extraterritorial regimes and the privileging of foreign policy interests rather than international humanitarian law concerns. Conversely, it is generally in the reputational and economic interests of these states to promote compliance with international humanitarian law.
The contribution of states of incorporation to risk of violations
Charter shopping. Where the ''legal environment'' becomes too restrictive, companies may relocate to a more favourable jurisdiction, engaging in an economic phenomenon known as ''charter shopping''. 8 When private security and military companies engage in charter shopping, this may contribute to the risk of an international humanitarian law violation if their new state of incorporation is one where ''regulation is at best lax and often non-existent''. 9 There is anecdotal evidence that charter shopping took place after South Africa adopted laws in 1998 which the private military and security company industry denounced as ''overregulation'' and ''ungainly''.
10 Firms threaten that they ''can become very nomadic in order to evade nationally applied legislation which they regard as inappropriate or excessive''.
11 However, this risk should not be overstated, because ''companies [which] choose to base themselves offshore in order to avoid scrutiny … pay a price in terms of perceived lack of legitimacy''.
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The weakness of extraterritorial jurisdiction schemes. With the notable exception of the United States and South Africa, most states are reluctant to exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction over their private security and military companies.
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Even where laws authorize the extraterritorial regulation of national firms, there are significant monitoring problems.
14 Given that states of incorporation are generally unwilling or unable to monitor the international humanitarian law compliance of their private security and military companies (unless they are also the clients of those firms), there is an enhanced risk that violations will go undetected and unpunished, contributing to a sense of impunity that may further increase the likelihood of international humanitarian law violations recurring.
Privileging foreign policy interests. Private security and military companies may be an important extension of the foreign policy of their states of incorporation. 19 such obligations are conspicuously absent in national legislation. This strongly suggests that national regulation of the private military and security company industry has very little to do with promoting compliance with international humanitarian law; rather it is overwhelmingly concerned with the foreign policy and national security interests of states in which such companies are incorporated.
The incentives of states of incorporation to promote compliance
Reputational concerns and diplomatic repercussions. International legal compliance literature postulates, among other things, that states ''obey international law when it serves their short-or long-term self-interest to do so''. 20 In this case, states of incorporation will ''ensure respect'' 21 for international humanitarian law when it is in the interests of their reputation to do so. There is strong evidence that national regulatory activity is triggered by allegations of improper conduct by private security and military companies abroad.
South Africa faced international pressure to control notorious firms based there -notably Executive Outcomes -leading to the enactment of the Regulation of Foreign Military Assistance Act 1998. 22 military and security company regulation in the United Kingdom was spurred by the ''Arms to Africa'' affair involving a former British colonel, Tim Spicer, of the now defunct Sandline International, which had offices in London. 23 In the United States there has been a flurry of legislative activity in the wake of the prisoner abuse scandal at Abu Ghraib, in which US contractors were implicated. 24 Economic interest in the legitimacy of national private military and security companies. Henry Cummins argues that states of incorporation have an economic interest in fostering a perception that their private military and security companies are legitimate. 25 While it is true that many states of incorporation potentially benefit from the tax revenues and the contribution to gross national product of their said companies, the strength of this incentive should not be overstated. It is also based on the assumption that ''bad'' private security and military companies are unprofitable -an assumption that is challenged below.
States of personnel
Private military and security company personnel hail from an increasingly diverse group of states. While most personnel were traditionally ex-military members from developed countries, there is now a trend for private security and military companies to hire former combatants from developing countries such as Colombia, Guatemala, El Salvador, Nicaragua and Chile. 26 In Iraq local recruitment is increasing, with the effect that the ratio of expatriate to local staff is 1:10. This has caused problems for firms such as Aegis Defense Systems, which failed a recent US government audit that found that its Iraqi employees were insufficiently vetted. 27 The contribution of states of personnel to risk of violations Monitoring problems and weak extraterritorial enforcement. As discussed in detail above with respect to states of incorporation, states of personnel are even less likely to be in a position to monitor geographically remote violations of international humanitarian law by their nationals. Extraterritorial claims of jurisdiction solely on the basis of nationality of the offender remain relatively rare in practice.
The incentives of states of personnel to promote compliance Diplomatic repercussions. Throughout history and up to the present day, many states have opted to impose prohibitions on their citizens engaging in military activity abroad without the approval of the sovereign or state, reflecting foreign policy concerns including the diplomatic repercussions of being perceived as indirectly participating in a war. 28 Most recently South Africa, for example, was concerned that it was being seen as indirectly supporting the US-led war in Iraq, as well as a coup plot in Equatorial Guinea, because significant numbers of its nationals were allegedly working for private security and military companies in those countries. 29 However, the diplomatic incentives of states of personnel are likely to be weaker than similar incentives of states of incorporation. This is due to the secrecy within the industry, which means that the identities of private military and security company personnel are usually kept in strict confidence.
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State of operation
Private security and military companies have a significant operational presence in over fifty states around the world. 31 The most high-profile incidents of private military and security company activity since the end of the Cold War have taken place in the former Yugoslavia, Sierra Leone, Angola, Papua New Guinea, Afghanistan and Iraq. Some states, such as Angola, actually required foreign companies to ''provide their own security by hiring PSCs''. 32 States where private security and military companies are active have relatively strong incentives to curb violations of international humanitarian law committed by these companies when they act for non-state clients. However, this is limited to the extent to which the state of operation has full control over its territory -something that may be doubtful during an armed conflict.
The contribution of states of operation to risk of violations
Loss of full control over national territory; insufficient resources for monitoring. The risk of international humanitarian law violations by private security and military companies in states of operation stems mainly from practical considerations resulting from the very existence of an armed conflict. States of operation frequently lose some measure of effective control over their national territory during an armed conflict and have insufficient resources available to devote to monitoring private security and military companies. For example, as an occupying power, and thus effectively acting as the state of operation, only in the rarest cases has the US military intervened to deal with allegations of improper private military and security company behaviour. Indeed, when personnel from Zapata Engineering were detained in Fallujah by US marines for allegedly shooting indiscriminately at civilians, this action only took place when the soldiers actually witnessed the alleged violation firsthand. 33 Likewise, in Afghanistan it was only after the United States as the state of operation had regained almost full control over its territory that it appears to have begun to investigate and prosecute private military and security company employees for alleged violations.
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Additionally, private security and military companies that are hired by opposing parties in the conflict are likely simply to be treated as ''the enemy'', and will thus be ignored as an independent player with which to engage in a dialogue concerning international humanitarian law compliance.
Incentives of states of operation to promote compliance
Protecting the political support base from violations. Political economy theory suggests that government officials will respond to situations that could affect their individual interests as politicians, such as their political base weakening or turning against them. 35 For example, empirical studies have found a direct correlation between increases in defence spending and electoral cycles in states facing armed conflict. 36 States of operation therefore have an incentive to regulate private security and military companies working in their territory, which is in line with their obligations under international law ''to ensure respect for IHL [international In Papua New Guinea the activities of Sandline International became a major election issue such that ''every sitting Member of Parliament had to face this criticism whether they were part of the Government or not''. 38 In Iraq, the Coalition Provisional Authority responded to the proliferation of private security and military companies by promulgating Coalition Provisional Authority Memorandum No. 17, which, inter alia, requires all private security and military companies, their officers and personnel to be ''vetted'' ''to ensure that any criminal or hostile elements are identified''. 39 Private security and military companies risk forfeiture of a US$25,000 bond and the suspension or revocation of their operating licence if there is a reasonable basis for believing that they have violated applicable law. 40 They may be permitted to continue operations if they promptly terminate the employment of personnel who allegedly violated the law, and co-operate with law enforcement officials. 41 
Clients
The clients of private security and military companies are quite diverse and include states, non-state armed groups, corporations, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), international organizations such as the United Nations, and private individuals. 42 Sandline International founder Tim Spicer ominously admitted that ''our clients may not be democratically elected in terms we all understand in the West, but they are supported''. 43 Despite this diversity of clients, there is some degree of similarity in the risks and incentives regarding the private military and security companies that they hire.
Contribution of clients to risk of violations
''Othering'' perpetrators. Clients may hire private security and military companies to undertake certain activities in order to distance themselves, politically or perhaps even legally, from improper or unpopular activities by those companies they hire. 46 Political scientist Peter Singer agrees that a key risk of private security and military companies is that they ''allow governments to carry out actions that would not otherwise be possible, such as those that would not gain legislative or public approval''. 47 State crime may be circumscribed by media exposure, but criminologists caution that the power of this control is variable, depending on the ideological alignment of media outlets and their access to or ability to discover violations. 48 This combination of reliance on private security and military companies to ''do the dirty work'' and removal of democratic oversight is a troubling prospect that increases the risk of a violation of international humanitarian law.
It has also been suggested that ''the large rewards offered for the capture of Al-Qaida members in Afghanistan have contributed to the expansion of private security activity in the country''. 49 This ''reward'' approach further distances the United States from allegations of alleged wrongdoing, since there is no direct relationship between these enterprising private security and military companies and the US government.
Market demand for ''aggressive'' or ''disreputable'' services. Economic theory suggests that market demand for a particular service will result in the emergence of a supplier willing to offer its services if it is profitable to do so. Even private security and military companies themselves have admitted that ''the commercial reward being offered by a particular prospective client may simply be too great for the company to ignore, or perhaps the company is a maverick and more interested in working for unrecognised rebel groups rather than legitimate governments.'' 50 Deborah Avant has observed an increasingly strong pattern in the US hiring of private security and military companies to select so-called ''cowboy'' firms -those which take a more aggressive posture in the field. The consequence is that ''the more the US chooses cowboy firms the more it is likely to influence a change in the norms that govern PSCs''. 51 In a more nuanced example, ''MPRI [a US private security company] employees admitted that it was sometimes tough to 45 walk the line between advocating strict and clear adherence to the laws of war and developing a mutual understanding with the personnel they were training so as to better influence their judgments and behaviour in the future''. 52 Other implications of this phenomenon at the individual private military and security company level are discussed in detail later.
Poor contract administration. Management studies have shown that poor contract management and administration is a systematic problem, given that it is a ''manual, time-consuming process'' and because contract data are a mix of qualitative and quantitative findings that are not easily amalgamated for tracking and synthesis.
53 This is an especially serious problem, given that the ''monitoring and sanctioning capacity of consumers'' has been recognized as an important aspect of establishing client control over private military and security company activity, 54 but such management and oversight are frequently non-existent in practice.
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Management studies have also shown that most service failures stem from misunderstanding by the customer as to how the service delivery process is to take place.
56 This is apparent in the Fay Report into prisoner abuses at Abu Ghraib, which found that US soldiers ''never received any parameters or guidance as to how the CACI [a US private military company] personnel were to be utilized'', and they were ''never informed that the Government could reject unsatisfactory CACI employees''.
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Criminal liability of clients difficult to establish. In many national jurisdictions, there are legal barriers to holding corporate clients criminally liable for the conduct of the private security and military companies they hire, 58 and these may add to the risk of an international humanitarian law violation occurring. A provision at the international level that would have allowed the International Criminal Court to have jurisdiction over corporate entities was notably rejected during negotiations. Market demand for ''reputable'' services. A key distinction must be made between clients who hire private security and military companies with the expectation -as a purpose or contingency -that they may fail to fully respect international humanitarian law (as discussed above), and those who demand strict adherence to international humanitarian law norms. Some private security and military companies recognize that many clients have an interest in hiring firms that are ''internationally acceptable'', and for this reason they favour a regime of certification. 62 Clients that demand ''reputable'' private security and military companies' services may enhance compliance with international humanitarian law more generally throughout the market. So-called ''blue chip'' clients, such as the United Nations and the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), have extremely strong incentives to only hire private military and security companies with a spotless record of international humanitarian law compliance. However, the market power of these international organizations is by no means predominant. The consequences of a market split between consumer demand for ''disreputable'' and ''reputable'' private military and security company services may be significant: 
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Client interest in proper service delivery and contractual protections. Clients have a general economic and legal interest in obtaining what they contracted forno more and no less. They accordingly have an incentive to ensure the proper delivery of private military and security company services, in the course of which international humanitarian law violations (where they are unanticipated) constitute a breach of the terms of service. An activist approach by ''reputable'' clients would see them demanding contractual mechanisms to monitor and punish violations of international humanitarian law by the private security and military companies they hire. According to the International Peace Operations Association (IPOA), a US-based industry association of private military and security companies, ''contractual obligations can be much more specific and invasive than general guidelines and regulations. They could include military observers, increased transparency and detailed financial and legal penalties for noncompliance''. 64 For example, the US Department of Defense's contract with Titan Inc. to provide interrogation linguists at Abu Ghraib included a clause ''that allows the Contracting Officer to direct the contractor to remove linguists from the theatre in which they are performing. This clause has been invoked on occasion for misconduct.'' 65 But the limitations on any client's ability to properly manage a contract must be borne in mind, as discussed above. It has also been argued that ''in general, market mechanisms are blunt tools and markets offer fewer pathways for consumers to explain their choices than hierarchies offer to superiors.'' 66 Civil liability of clients. International legal scholars have pointed out that companies may be held civilly liable under the US Alien Tort Claims Act 67 for grave breaches of international humanitarian law. 68 Some have argued that there is a basis in existing case-law for corporate clients to be liable for international humanitarian law violations if there is a ''substantial degree of cooperation'' between them and the private security and military companies they hire. 69 However, there has yet to be a case of a corporation being held liable under the Alien Tort Claims Act for the violations of a private military and security company that it has hired; it is an enactment that has been narrowed in scope in recent jurisprudence, continues to have significant jurisdictional hurdles to overcome in many cases, and is not replicated in other jurisdictions. 70 The limited possibility of civil liability of corporate clients for private military and security company violations committed abroad therefore remains a relatively weak compliance incentive at this point in time.
The private military and security company industry
Through the lens of corporate strategy, the private military and security company industry would view its principal incumbent competitor as being public national armed forces. This realization brings with it both risks and incentives for compliance with international humanitarian law.
The contribution of the industry to risk of violations
Certain interests are not conducive to observance of international humanitarian law. One of the main ''competitive advantages'' of private security and military companies vis-à-vis national armed forces is the ability of the former to deploy quickly and project force rapidly. Claude Voillat of the ICRC has warned that this ''pressure for profitability [is] not conducive to the solid integration of international humanitarian law into their business practices''. 71 These concerns are consistent with the risk identified in the sociology literature that ''[e]conomic success, competition for scarce resources, and norm erosion'' 72 may generate unlawful behaviour by organizations on a systematic basis.
Blanket denials of international humanitarian law violations. The private military and security company industry's interest in being perceived as legitimate can increase the risk of international humanitarian law violations occurring if it leads the industry to issue blanket denials that any such violations have taken place. For its part, the IPOA denies that violations of human rights or international humanitarian law are widespread, arguing that ''the majority of fears articulated by critics exist only as academic theory''. 73 operating, chalked up claims of violations that it was alleged to have committed to propaganda by its clients' military opponents. 74 Similarly, despite reports implicating its personnel in potential violations of international humanitarian law at Abu Ghraib, CACI continues to deny any impropriety. 75 An inability of the private military and security company industry to recognize the problem of violations is in itself a serious cause for concern. Issuing denials that violations are occurring is one thing -but making public the findings of investigations and prosecuting known offenders is another.
Incentives for the industry to promote compliance
Acceptance of industry's legitimacy. Private security and military companies ''are eager to present themselves as respectable bodies with a natural niche in the often complicated post-Cold War world order''. 76 If the private military and security company industry is to become a sustainable competitor to national armed forces, corporate strategy suggests that it must gain acceptance and legitimacy for respecting international humanitarian law. Henry Cummins describes legitimacy in this context as ''moral advantage'' based on ''[r]eputation, transparency, history, [and] ethical conduct''. 77 The industry therefore has a powerful incentive to identify and ''blacklist'' firms within its midst that violate international humanitarian law.
Although this incentive has yet to manifest itself fully in practice, it is a realistic possibility. Many leading private security and military companies, particularly US firms, are members of the IPOA, which in 2005 adopted a Code of Conduct written largely by NGOs, 78 in which its members agreed to respect international humanitarian law:
In all their operations, Signatories will respect the dignity of all human beings and strictly adhere to all relevant international laws and protocols on human rights. They will take every practicable measure to minimize loss of life and destruction of property. Signatories agree to follow all rules of international humanitarian law and human rights law that are applicable as well as all relevant international protocols and conventions, including but not limited to: … While minor infractions should be proactively addressed by companies themselves, Signatories pledge, to the extent possible and subject to contractual and legal limitations, to fully cooperate with official investigations into allegations of contractual violations and violations of international humanitarian law and human rights law.
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While no formal complaints have been made public by the IPOA, failure to respect the code of conduct may result in sanctions, including expulsion from the association. The IPOA has also created a standards committee that is charged with revising and enforcing the said code. 80 The viability of this emerging model is considered in more detail in the Conclusion below.
Incumbent firms have greater interest in the industry's good reputation. Longstanding or incumbent private military and security companies have a greater interest in protecting the reputation of the industry as a whole than do new entrants or upstarts, 81 because they have invested more in their brand equity. For example, the 24-year-old ArmorGroup, with headquarters in the United Kingdom, has stated, ''It is also worrying that some companies are calling for immunity (from prosecution) in Iraq. We don't want immunity and we don't need it. We always go about our business within the laws of the countries where we work. '' 82 This suggests that speaking of a homogeneous ''private military and security company industry'' may be a simplification in view of the diversity of firms that constitute it. It is this diversity at the level of individual firms that is considered next.
Individual private military and security companies
Jeff Herbst has ''predicted that a distinction would emerge between upscale firms (that appeal to the United Nations, INGOs and other upstanding members of the international community by virtue of their willingness to abide by international law) and downscale firms (that appeal to non-lawful elements)''. 83 Economic theory and corporate strategy, as well as practice, indicate that the private military and security company industry is maturing and that the market segmentation predicted by Herbst is thus beginning to take place at the individual firm level. Market segmentation is characterized by firms adapting or marketing their products or services to specific target groups of consumers. A firm is able to enhance its profitability by tailoring its offerings more closely to the preferences of particular types of customers; as a result, a brand or market reputation becomes associated with the firm itself or the individuals running it. 84 With regard to individual private military and security companies this realization carries both incentives for compliance and risks of non-compliance with international humanitarian law.
The contribution by individual companies to risk of violations
Market segmentation -''aggressive'' or ''bad'' firms. One of the most significant risks to international humanitarian law is posed by private military and security companies that profit from their ''bad'' reputations in a segmented market. Certain clients may seek out firms that are willing to be more ''aggressive'' in their interpretation of international humanitarian law or even to violate it for a price. 85 Certain members of the private military and security company industry have recognized that some firms are attractive, in part, precisely because they are outside formal state armed forces, ''far less trained, far less accountable, and already tainted, albeit slightly, with a whiff of dirty tricks''.
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By hiring these ''bad'' firms, clients may perceive a benefit in signalling that their posture is more aggressive in a given armed conflict or post-conflict environment, as the United States has done in private military and security company procurement in Iraq, prompted by the growing insurgency. This phenomenon is reflected in the decision to hire Aegis Defence Services, founded by Tim Spicer (founder of the now defunct Sandline International), to conduct ''mobile vehicle warfare'' as well as ''counter-snipping''. Commentators have speculated that Spicer's ''history and record of taking on dicey tasks may have led him to be more attractive than the companies that play more strictly by the rules''.
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Indeed, given the prospect of private military and security companies rebranding or reincorporating, it appears that the main way in which brand differentiation and market segmentation is taking place in this industry is through the identity of the officers or directors of these firms (such as Col. Spicer).
Competition, declining quality of personnel, costs of vetting. Incentives for individual companies to promote compliance Market segmentation -''good'' firms. Management literature indicates that corporate reputations are built on perception as opposed to facts, and a good corporate reputation may offer a competitive advantage in terms of ''social credibility''. 91 The positive side of market segmentation, from an international humanitarian law point of view, is that certain firms will seek to build their business model around an excellent reputation for international humanitarian law compliance. 92 These firms must maintain their reputation or risk losing contracts and corporate opportunities. 93 For example, ''Titan's long anticipated sale to Lockheed Martin imploded, due at least partly to its alleged involvement in the Iraqi prison scandal [at Abu Ghraib].'' 94 However, a problem in linking violations of international humanitarian law to particular private military and security companies arises because their employees are transient, sometimes working for several firms, with the result that ''this complicates the development of corporate reputation as a link to accountability or control by clouding the information available.'' 95 An enhanced flow of information could increase the extent to which clients can optimize their purchasing decisions.
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Reducing legal uncertainty. Private military and security companies operate in volatile security environments that frequently involve high degrees of legal uncertainty as to the status of their personnel and legitimacy of their activities. It is in the interest of individual private military and security companies to clarify the existing regulations and rules that govern them. 97 For example, incidents like the detention of personnel of the UK-based Logo Logistics Ltd in Zimbabwe on 7 March 2004 on suspicion of mercenary activity would have been a significant business disruption if we believe Logo officials' statements that their team was not deploying to participate in a coup d'état but was, in fact, headed for the Democratic Republic of Congo to assist a mining company with its security.
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The possibility of civil and criminal liability. Liability of private military and security companies as corporate entities for violations of international humanitarian law offers a theoretical incentive for them to respect those norms. However, the strength of this incentive is highly variable, depending on the jurisdiction(s) in question. According to the ICRC, civil liability for private military and security companies is ''generally accepted'' if these firms commit violations of international humanitarian law, although their criminal liability ''is [very] limited in most countries''. 99 At any rate, finding a viable forum may be difficult. Courts in a conflict or post-conflict zone are unlikely to be fully operative, and very few states of incorporation are willing to reach out extraterritorially to regulate the conduct of their private military and security companies abroad. 100 In practice, it has been difficult, outside a few high-profile cases, to establish and secure the civil liability of companies for grave violations of international humanitarian law. 101 Hence it is not surprising that, in global terms, the ''the protection scheme cobbled together from these poor tools is hopelessly inadequate''. the private military and security company industry where employees have been observed to work for several firms, as discussed earlier), ''norm-driven behaviour'' plays an important role, even in competitive markets. 110 According to Deborah Avant, the market may ''punish'' private military and security company employees who violate norms of international humanitarian law:
The career and network patterns among professionals in some parts of the world suggest that this may be a more robust control mechanism than the reputation of firms. Many individuals working for PSCs began their careers in military service but have since moved back and forth between service to the UN, service to PSCs, and service to INGOs … their future employment depends on their reputation for professionalism, [and] they should be more likely to behave according to professional norms.
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Criminal prosecution for violations. Criminal prosecution of private military and security company employees for violations of international humanitarian law is theoretically possible, but such prosecutions are very unlikely in actual fact. Assertions of universal jurisdiction against them for violations of that nature are rare in practice. Under US law, which takes an aggressive approach to extraterritorial jurisdiction concerning private military and security company employees, significant gaps still arise in practice. In the United States v. Passaro, the accused, a Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) contractor, could not be charged under the Military Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Act because it only confers jurisdiction on contractors of the Department of Defense. 112 Instead, he was charged under US Code, Title 18, Section 7(9)(A), which was applicable only because the incidents of abuse allegedly took place at a US military base. 113 Nor will all violations of international humanitarian law necessarily incur individual criminal responsibility under international law; typically only violations which are ''serious'' in nature or are ''grave breaches'' of the 1949 Geneva Conventions or 1977 Additional Protocols may be prosecuted.
Conclusion
Through the preceding multidisciplinary investigation of each level of private military and security company activity, several important insights emerge. First, and most importantly, a deeper and more nuanced understanding of this modern phenomenon has been made possible. This stands in stark contrast to the sweeping generalizations often made by special interest groups in the private military and security company debate, which contribute little to appreciating the theoretical compliance risks and incentives such companies present from an international humanitarian law perspective.
Second, these findings may serve to help formulate a proactive agenda for reform, to improve international humanitarian law compliance by private military and security companies by maximizing incentives and mitigating risks identified above. This agenda should be informed by the fact that many of the most powerful risks and incentives with regard to such compliance have been shown to be grounded in behaviour and norms which fall outside formal law. If we are truly interested in promoting compliance with international humanitarian law by these pervasive non-state entities in modern armed conflict, we would be well advised to consider emergent approaches which similarly operate outside formal law, particularly in view of the disagreement within the international community on how to cope with private military and security company activity. Two initiatives which deserve greater support and development in this respect are the compliance mechanisms in the 2005 Code of Conduct of the IPOA, 114 and the initiative of the ICRC, which began in late 2004.
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The IPOA Code of Conduct, discussed in detail earlier, is premised on the strong incentive of the private military and security company industry to be perceived as legitimate, to ''blacklist'' violators of international humanitarian law in their midst and to marginalize firms that seek to profit from a ''bad'' reputation. While codes of conduct ''can be important in setting expectations and norms within which the market works'', 116 it is unclear as yet whether the IPOA will consider it to be in the interests of the industry to discipline violating members. There is of course the problem that in ruling on whether to expel a member, the association would find itself in a conflict of interest. First, while it could be in the industry's best interest to expel a violating member, the association could be concerned that the expulsion of members could deter new members from signing up for fear of being similarly expelled. Second, there is a risk that the association's board, which is composed exclusively of private military and security company executives, may be more rigorous in sanctioning their competitors than their own companies.
These problems in the industry's compliance mechanism can be mitigated to enhance the potential normative pull of the IPOA Code of Conduct. First, outside directors should be added to the board to manage the potential conflicts of interest discussed above. This is also a prudent measure for corporate governance more generally. Second, and more importantly, a graduated scale of remedial measures should be announced by the IPOA to promote private military and 114 IPOA Code of Conduct, above note 79. 115 ICRC, above note 4. 116 Avant, above note 51, p. 220. security company compliance with international humanitarian law when an alleged violation occurs. These could include the following possible steps for the association to take: issuing an order for the impugned member to co-operate with public authorities in investigations and to implement appropriate internal disciplinary measures; imposing a confidential written sanction on the member; imposing a public written sanction on the member; ordering the impugned member to issue a private or public apology; requiring the member to pay a fine to the association or make a charitable contribution to an international humanitarian organization; overseeing the payment of restitution to identifiable victims of the member's wrongful conduct; requiring the member to establish more effective internal policies and procedures; mandating enhanced training in international humanitarian law for employees as well as officers and directors of the impugned member; requiring the member to monitor its operations for compliance with international humanitarian law and to report back to the association at regular intervals; for repeated or very serious violations, temporally suspending the member; and, in extreme cases, expelling the member from the association. 117 These recommendations could be adopted by the IPOA and the newly created British Association of Private Security Companies(launched in January 2006), 118 to accentuate the strong incentives for the industry to be perceived as legitimate through compliance, and to reduce the serious risk of individual firms benefiting from an ''aggressive'' or ''bad'' reputation.
Another initiative that warrants attention began in August 2004 when the ICRC announced its intention to set up a systematic programme to engage private military and security companies in a dialogue in order to promote their compliance with international humanitarian law. 119 This new initiative has the purpose of:
informing private military and security companies of their obligations under international humanitarian law; (ii) ensuring ''transparent accountability processes exist to prevent and punish violations of these provisions''; 120 (iii) encouraging private military and security companies to incorporate international humanitarian law into the training and military advice they offer to clients; and (iv) ensuring that private military and security companies do not inhibit ICRC access to victims of armed conflict. 
